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Random House USA Inc, United States, 2014. Paperback. Book
Condition: New. 203 x 132 mm. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Wall Street legend and bestselling author Jim Rogers
offers investing insights and economic, political, and social
analysis, drawing on lessons and observations from his lifetime
in the markets.  Jim Rogers, whose entertaining accounts of his
travels around the world -- studying the markets from Russia to
Singapore from the ground up-- has enthralled readers,
investors and Wall Street aficionados for two decades in such
books as Investment Biker, Adventure Capitalist, Hot
Commodities and A Bull In China .  In his engaging memoir
Street Smarts, Rogers offers pithy commentary from a lifetime
of adventure, from his early years growing up a naïve kid in
Demopolis, Alabama, to his fledgling career on Wall Street, to his
cofounding the wildly successful  Quantum Fund. Rogers always
had a restless curiosity to experience and understand the world
around him.  In Street Smarts, he takes us through the highlights
of his life in the financial markets, from his school days at Yale
and Oxford --  where despite the fact that he didn?t have enough
money to afford the appropriate pair of shoes, he coxed the...
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A top quality publication along with the font used was intriguing to read. I really could comprehended everything
using this written e ebook. Its been designed in an remarkably straightforward way and it is only a er i finished
reading through this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .-- Ca thr ine La r kin Sr .

Very useful to all of group of people. I actually have read through and so i am certain that i will planning to study yet
again once again down the road. I am just very easily can get a satisfaction of looking at a created book.
-- Ma r k B er nier-- Ma r k B er nier
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